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Short list again this month -

Meeting Agenda Items:

Contest Raffle - Another reminder, and one that I will continue 
to bring up. Our Club Contest, scheduled for Saturday, the 22nd 
of September is going to be here before we know it.  It’s time 
to start scrounging through your personal stash of kits, decals, 
reference material, and other suitable hobby related items to find 
candidates for donation to the Contest Raffle.  

Failing to acquire an adequate number of donated Raffle items, 
we may be forced to purchase suitable items, which will obvi-
ously counter-productive in our endeavor to increase our club 
funds reserve.

R5 Regional Contest – IPMS / USA Prison City Modelers 
sponsored of the “Best Of” trophy for figures for this event, which 
was awarded to .  Congratulations for your achievement.

How-To Demonstration – John Curatola will provide the 
“How-To” demonstration covering the weathering of aircraft using 
pastels.  Bring your note-pads and cameras.

Semper Fi - Ron    

Stay Tuned: Next month in addition to the final part of Rick Brownlee’s 
terrific article on Color Harmony and Composition, we will feature the 
first article in a series from JW Dirkse about modeling artillery. This 
article is based on the excellent AV presentation by JW at a meeting 
this past fall. 



Photos from our April meeting.
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scheme, not overpower it. The poppies were then individually 
glued in place on the terrain. Before the figure was attached or 
the terrain put in place, I thinned various shades of green and 
tan oil paints and painted this oil wash on the bare wood. I 
didn’t seal or varnish the wood, as I wanted a dull finish. The 
idea of the green and brown oil paints was to have these base 
colors be in harmony with the brown uniform, the green foliage 
and green knapsack. There is even a hint on dull light green in 
the soldier’s helmet and pack strap across his chest.

In this fourth part in the series on Color Harmony and Composi-
tion I will first start with a much smaller project.  This example 
is the 1:35th scale WWII French Infantryman figure from the 
Tamiya set #288, and it was pretty straightforward. But I did use 
a substitute resin head from Hornet, which I purchased on line 
from Colorado Miniatures. That company offers a large variety of 
1:35th scale Hornet heads.  

In regards to the soldier’s uniform, helmet and the terrain, the 
color choices are from the earth tones. The figure and base are 
quite small, yet I wanted to introduce some color to attract the 
eye. I decided to use a name plate with the French Tri-Color. The 
name plate art work was created on my Macintosh Computer 
using Adobe Illustrator. The art work was burned into a CD-RW 
and taken to a local trophy shop, and etched on a metal plate. 
The process is called sublimation. I chose the color red for the 
flowers and used the red poppies that are available from the 
German company Noch, the floral set # 07135.  I purchased 
the set from Fred’s Train Shop.  PH: 913-383-3500; 7327 W. 
80th St., Overland Park, KS 66204. Open 10-6, closed on 
Sunday and Monday.  Online: http://fredstrainshop.com. I cut 
the poppy bouquet into several parts, so each red flower group 
would be closer to scale.  And in terms of composition, I didn’t 
want the size of the red poppies to be so large in volume on the 
base, that they distracted the viewer’s eye away from the soldier 
— I wanted the poppies to enhance the composition and color 

Why Color Harmony and Composition 
are Important in Model Building

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Part	4	of	5
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 by	Rick	Brownlee
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Next are examples of model kits from AMT, the Star Wars series. 
And my plan was to use the same approach in regards to Color 
Harmony on these models as I did with the figures I painted. 
First is the Gungan Submarine. Since it is pure fantasy, I didn’t 
need to worry about the accuracy of colors like Panzer Gray, 
or British Khaki in WWII Burma. I was thinking like an artist and 
remembering how color can really attract attention. I’ve heard 
most people’s favorite color is Blue. And with this undersea taxi, 
you can see that Blue is my favorite as well. I hand painted the 
model first in acrylics and then used artists oils over those base 
tones, to blend everything together. This model was so much 
fun to work on. And I tried to use colors on the pedestal base 
that holds the model in space, that were also used in the color 
choices for the submarine itself. 

And secondly, I mention the AT ST model from the Star Wars 
films. It was done with the same approach as with the Subma-
rine. The soft orange tones in the camouflage pattern of the AT 
ST’s main compartment were repeated in the barren rocky terrain 
of the base. Naturally, you’ve noticed these two Star Wars mod-
els are not painted in those dull dreary light gray colors we saw 
in those Star Wars movies. My thinking was that these examples 
were from a different period of the future, in a different part of 
the galaxy — far, far, and even further away; an experimental 
program with camouflage! And for me to expand my color pal-
ette in this way, was just so much more fun than using drab dull 
and dreary gray!  We should be in this hobby for the sheer fun 
of it! No other reason is necessary. 

The next installment in this series of articles is Part 5, the final 
part. Part 5 will start with a my ideas regarding Color Harmony 
and Composition with an example  of the Tamiya 1:16th scale 
Wehrmacht Machinegunner. Wearing a great coat. The figure 
was slightly modified and on a base with a winter setting. 
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Upcoming club meetings and events:
May 16  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
May 19 -- Regional Convention sponsored by WCMO
June 20  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
July 18  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
August 15  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
September 19  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
Sepember 22 – Annual Prison City Modelers Contest
October 17  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
November 14  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.

Note: We are now confirmed to have all our meetings in the 
East room of the Library (the big room with the good lighting at 
the east end of the library past the childrens section. Also note 
that our November meeting is scheduled for Nov. 14th since 
our normal date would conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.
Don’t miss the meeting this Wednesday 
evening at the Library at 7p.m. 

See you all this Wednesday!

    Gary Ruhnke - editor
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